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Sermon Notes – July 30, 2016 
“Job 32” 

Keith Hall 

May the words of my mouth and the meditations of our hearts and minds be 
acceptable to you this day, O Loving Creator. Amen.  

There is a story by Father Nigro, an American Roman Catholic priest,  called “That 
Hour with Jesus” in which he is invited to have a face-to-face meeting with Jesus. 
The story goes like this… 

Jesus had invited me to spend an hour with Him. I was a bit uptight about it, 
so for days I prepared by reviewing my seminary course in Christology and I reread 
the documents of Vatican II. I glanced over my notes on Methods of Theology and 
breezed through another on Liberation Theology. After all, I didn’t want to seem 
too far out of it. I looked through the four gospels again too, just in case he 
referred to something in His past, recorded there. And I cleaned up my room, 
because He insisted on coming here instead of us meeting in the chapel or on 
neutral ground. 

When He came, I started to kneel and kiss His hand, but He pulled me up 
and said, “Can’t we just sit down together?”  

I felt awkward and didn’t know how to start the conversation. Reading my mind, 
He said, “Relax! I’d just like to be here with you and enjoy the scenery from your 
window. The river and skyline look beautiful today.”  

Well, I could hardly believe that. If I’m busy and can’t afford that waste of time, He 
must be infinitely busier. And, there were so many important things to accomplish 
in that hour. I really wanted to get the most out of it. But He just sat there in 
silence with His hand on my shoulder. 

“Lord,” I broke the silence, “Where do You stand on the Christological 
controversy on how humanly conscious You were of Your divinity and future life 
before Your death and resurrection?”  

His response…” What’s that got to do with our enjoying the scenery together?” 
More silence. I was uneasy. 
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 I opened the book on Liberation Theology. “How can your gospel be 
authentically proclaimed, to people enslaved by oppressive economic and social 
structures?”  

“You haven’t forgiven your brother down the hall, yet, nor let Me heal your anger 
and unkind judgements of him, have you?” He countered.  

“That doesn’t answer my question Lord.”  

“Your question does nothing to our precious time together except mess it up.” 
More silence. 

 I saw a shelf I forgot to dust and a letter that had to be answered and the 
next class I needed to prepare. I was getting more restless.  

“Lord. Would you like a glass of juice or something? It would only take a minute to 
run down and get one.”  

“And what would I do while you are gone? I prefer we just sit here together.”  

Silence. 

“Do you love me?” He asked.  

“Lord, You know everything. You know that I love You.”  

“I liked that when Peter said it.” He chided. “But is it really you?” 

 “Honestly”, I protested, “honestly—You’re not making this hour easy for me.”  

“You’re the one who’s making it hard”, He replied. “I just like to spend time with 
you sharing my presence with you and assuring you of my Love. You don’t even 
have to entertain me when we are together. Just be there, okay?” 

More silence.  

“Who do you say I am?” He asked, nudging my shoulder.  

“Well, I’m with the best of our theologians Lord, who say that You are—You are 
the eschatological manifestation of the ground of our being; you are the incarnate 
word of God; You are our ultimate preacher and the full revelation of the Trinity 
and our salvation.” 

There was a long pause before He said, “who!?”  
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Then He exploded with laughter, rose and raised His arms straight up with His 
head back, roaring. He gave me a big bear hug. “Yes, you’re impossible! But I still 
love you.” 

 And He left, still laughing all the way down the hall. I didn’t think that was 
very funny at all. I stood gazing out the window for a few moments, still confused, 
before getting back to the important things on a desk full of work. 

 Then, I really missed Him.   

el-i-hoo 

Are there people in your life who freely share their beliefs, who have no problem 
allowing their voices to be heard? It seems to be relatively rare in our day that 
folks have the confidence in themselves and what they believe to speak out their 
faith. If you’re like me, you might view these folks as clever, honest, secure and 
knowledgeable. Within our faith communities we offer them respect. 

Father Nigro would belong in this group of people. He is well educated, has an 
abundance of theological knowledge and speaks openly about his beliefs.  

What seems more common in our communities are those who stand on the 
sidelines, listening intently, perhaps wanting to speak but often remaining quiet. 
It is not that these folks don’t have a voice, or knowledge to share but perhaps 
out of fear, ignorance, anxiety, lack of support or lack of space created by others 
to speak, they are unable to express and share what they believe they need to.  

(el-i-hoo) 

In the passage from Job chapter 32 that Kali read for us today the introduction of 
Elihu takes place. In most commentaries, he is introduced as a bystander to the 
conversations occurring between Job and his three friends. Elihu speaks up out of 
anger. He speaks because he feels let down by what he is hearing from the elders 
of his community who are viewed as wise and knowledgeable. It takes great 
courage for Elihu to speak up, yet he begins with an apology for speaking, out of 
respect for his elders I would suspect. He feels divine inspiration is compelling him 
to speak now. In verse 9, he calls attention to the fact that “It is not the old that 
are wise, nor the aged that understand what is right.” It seems his intention is to 
be clear that not only those with education and respect know what is right.  
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One of the offerings of this story is a reminder for us that divine messages can 
come from anyone, from anywhere, at any age.  

Another unique attribute of this story is Elihu’s ( el-i-hoo) presentation of himself 
which is seen in his approach to communication with Job. Besides the claim of 
divine revelation, I think he takes a more compassionate approach with Job than 
his rather hard, judgemental and sarcastic friends. He comes to Job’s defense 
rebuking the others and while our reading, this morning indicates he was angry 
some commentaries describe it as more frustrated than angry. For me, the 
compassion Elihu demonstrates comes from actually having listened to Job and 
responding directly to comments he made. He may be frustrated or even angry 
with them all but has taken the time to really listen to the words of Job.  

Another of the offerings of this story is an example of someone who was 
voiceless, finding their voice and demonstrating how powerful it’s use can be.  

Today the Go Project begins here at St. Martins. Leaders and participants will live 
together in intentional community for the next 11 days. During this time they will 
sleep at the church and cook and eat together. They will engage in the community 
around them, and discern how they are being called into action in their own lives 
through discernment workshops, experiences of social justice, peace making and 
worship. The goal of GO is that each participant and staff have an ‘aha-moment’ 
during the project.  Through service to others, breaking bread together, and 
having fun with one another it is hoped that each will leave the program with an 
action plan on how they can act and serve using their own gifts and skills in their 
communities.  

Perhaps that aha moment will be the catalyst to finding a voice and a language 
to express their faith in action.  

My observations of St. Martins youth experiencing GO is exactly as described. In 
exploring a desire to experience a Go Project, our youth often have questions, 
concerns or something percolating inside them that they need or want to 
discover. This might be social in nature, it might be a desire to connect to other 
young people in the church or might be oriented to justice and peace making. 
Whatever it is, in every case they always come back from GO with a language and 
body of experience to be expressed. They have spoken passionately to this 
congregation and others about their experiences, offering us challenges for 
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change. They have challenged themselves as well and the results are quite 
remarkable.  

The experience of GO essentially gives young people a voice where before they 
might not have had one.  

Next Sunday two members of our youth group Nick and Bridget will leave for GO 
Project in Kanawake, a Mohawk first nation outside of Montreal. When they come  

back, I challenge you to engage them about the experience and I am confident 
you will be truly amazed at what you get back.  

Elihu ( el-i-hoo) and our young people, all of us actually, have truth and wisdom to 
share which may not come from a book or years of study. Our youth might say it 
comes from the heart, Elihu says it comes from the divine but wherever it comes 
from it theirs to share in their voice. Father Nigro doesn’t share his story…he gets 
lost in the importance of education and impressing Jesus with what he knows, 
becoming unable to share the presence and time he is offered even when Jesus 
creates that space for him.  

The challenge of this piece of scripture for us today is to consider how we can 
create communities where those with the loudest voices can be enabled to make 
space for those more vulnerable, those who are nervous or feel silenced. Space 
needs to be created for them to feel empowered, to share their wisdom and to 
use their voice without need for apology.  

I believe that process begins within each one of us.  

In addition to the offerings we have already considered from Elihu’s message to 
Job, one might also consider the clear message it contains about listening. Elihu 
responded with respect, allowing others to speak first before offering his own 
thoughts. He listened intently to everything that was said and then spoke up to 
share his divine wisdom. Father Nigro didn’t listen to Jesus, choosing to focus on 
theology rather than sharing his true self and in doing so completely missed the 
point. When we create space for others by listening we allow them to offer their 
true selves.  Listening…really listening to others… improves mutual understanding 
and trust, reduces tension and creates a safe environment for all to operate 
within.  
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Elihu offered Job his true self…. our youth have offer us their true selves. Can we 
do the same?? 

This week I would challenge you to consider a faith truth that you hold about 
yourself. This could be something you might consider either a gift you hold or a 
challenge that you want to address. Perhaps then ou might think about what your 
voice has to offer. What change might come from your lips or your actions? 
Elihu’s story offers us an example of knowing when to speak, when to listen and 
when to empower others. Elihu’s calls to us from the 6th century BCE..encouraging 
us to look inside ourselves, to find our  divine wisdom, to listen to the stories of 
others and to offer ours. I believe that in doing so, all of our voices together will 
guide those without a voice to share themselves, their faith and their God voice 
with the world. May it be so.  

Amen 

 

 


